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» Advantages

Advantages of the ASB GlassFloor

1. Long Durability – Glass does not wear out, the burnt in dots are made of ceramic
2. Not a�ected by humidity and heat. 
3. Panels can easily be taken out and re-installed. 
4. Athlets are full of enthusiasm about the unique elasticity/resilience. 
5. The ceramic dots provide best slip resistance – without any risk of injury – the 
 ceramic dots are durable and resistant to wear and tear – German 
 Wormanship. Size and density can be produced to our customers’ requirements. 
6. The etching of the surface prevents re�ecteions of light etc. on the �oor’s surface. 
7. Revolutionary advertising opportunities – with full colour prints from 
 underneath, which can be exchanged at any time. Very impressive with LED 
 lighting (i.e. illuminated logos or advertising). Also LED large LED screens are 
 possible. The �oor can be re�nanced through unique advertising opportunities. 
8. Lines can be switched on individually, which is not possible with usual sports 
 �oors. This prevents the possibility to carry out  some individual tournaments for 
 many clubs so far. 
9. This �oor o�ers also the possibility to carry out parties and events. Neither shoe 
 marks, nor liquids nor the glowing end of cigarettes, nor any seating or 
 stages cause any problem for the glass �oor. 
10. Any colour of the �oor is possible. 
11. The �oor can be used outdoors – it is not harmed by rain, sun etc. 
12. LED marking lines are clarly visible with any source of illumination, also under
 direct sun light
13. Easiest cleaning and maintenance of the �oor. No experts required. Around 50% 
 less cleaning time and e�ort required under regular usage. 
14. Reliable After Sales Service by ASB, a company that has been on the market for 
 more than 40 years and is known for quality and reliability – Quality and 
 the best service have brought us to where we are. 
15. The �oor meets all required standars for sports�oors, including EN 14 904:2006 
16. The EN 14 904:2006 standard is the standard required by most professional
 associations. 
17. The �oor is visually attractive and o�ers futuristic and professional style. The �oor 
 is stunning!
18. Possibility to carry out „sports in the dark“ with UV illumination and 
 neon colours. 
19. The GlassFloor can be used with roller skates and similar sports equipment. 
20. Sharp/pointed objects cannot harm the �oor, as this ist the case with PVC or 
 wooden �oors. 
21. 95% of the glass �oor are recycable. Due to its durability the �oor is a very 
 sustainable and cost e�ective investment. 


